is designed to meet this need.
The auotpilc~t design accounts for the linearized motions of the sight line as "seen in the pilot's reference frame and adjoins these.
to the aircraft attitude states and two oscillating wind states.
Ii
Using optimal regulator theory, the aircraft control gains are generated. Using these gains, e.xtensive computer simulations were run to check the autopilot's control.
Included were winds and sen, )r noise. The rcst ts show that the concept of a SLAIP wýII sigri icanti) iyio'.e the capabil1 ity of the s ide fi -ing v-,&apons s)-.tcmn iiid allolw the pilot to concentrate on aioi:g the weapc-ns. Early research determined that the pilot was a major error source. This, however, was not entirely his fault. The AC-130 has several slightly damped dutch-roll characteristics which make it very difficult to hold aircraft attitudes to within fractions of a degree. Vastly complicating the picture is the fact that the attack attitude is a steady turn with the guns pointed out the side of the aircraft. Thus, lateral and longitudinal motions are not separable.
VII
Furthermore, the required attack mode is to fly at nearly constant altitude and air speed on any given firing run.
Im
The requirements to maintain the necessary flight condition to achieve the accuracy are so severe that the pilot would apparently benefit from a specialized autopilot. This autopilot could hold the weapons on target, even in the face of winds, using a target line. The important thing is to be able to fire and hit the target --not to fly a circular pattern. Thus, with this autopilot, the target should always lie along the target line which is only slightly affected by fire control corrections or offsets from a constant direction.
A problem overview can be obtained from Figure 1 . The linearized states which are used are:
x, = 6a (perturbation to angle-of-attack-radians) X2 = 6q (perturbation to pitch rate-rad/sec) x3 = 6s (perturbation to sideslip-radians) X4 = 6p (perturbation to roll rate-rad/sec) x5 = 6r (perturbation to yaw rate-rad/sec) x 6 60 (perturbation to roll angle-radians) x7 60 (perturbation to pitch angle-rd-ans)
The perturbations are defined as
where a is actual angle-of-attack and a is the nominal angle 
4
The a-ircraft equations were used as follows, assuming that. nominals sideslip (So) is zero. A forcing function due to wind will be included in the derivation. 1) small angle approximations used for aos e
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2) a = 0, Ao = 0
The result is shown in Equation (8). 
poRo This S is then used to specify the feedback matrix C:
So the optimum system "closed loop" equation is:
This theoretical problem is solved at USAFA using the Linear Quadratic Loss program. The solution to the steady state version of (8) 
